
Introduction


You can use one or several objects to create a pattern.


The script distributes objects randomly across the artboard, creating a seamless pattern.


The script works with any artboard size.


The settings allow you to adjust the size, distance between objects, their opacity and much more
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Settings


1. Size. With this setting, you can adjust the size range of the created vector objects. Use the sliders or 

numeric values in the boxes on the right to set the minimum and maximum.


2. Opacity. With this parameter you can set the opacity of the created objects. In this case, objects 

can be of different opacity. Use the sliders or numeric values in the boxes on the right to set the 

minimum and maximum.


3. Distance. This parameter allows you to set the range of distances between the created vector 

objects. Use the sliders or numeric values in the boxes on the right to set the minimum and maximum.


4. No Resize. The ‘No resize’ function allows you to disable resizing of creating objects. Check the box if 

you want homogeneous objects on the pattern to be the same size.


5. Flip. The ‘Flip’ function is responsible for flipping some of the objects vertically. Check this box if you 

want a random number of vector objects to be created to be reflected vertically.


6. Rotate. The ‘Rotate’ function is responsible for rotating the created vector objects by a random 

angle. If you want the objects created in the pattern to be rotated at different angles - set the ‘Rotate’ 

checkbox.


7. High Speed. High Speed is a limiting function. It blocks all those values at which a computer of 

average power can temporarily lose performance due to loading. If your PC is not very productive, 

the rule is simple: in Distance and Size, move the sliders to the right.

Export Settings


10. Export Settings. This block allows you to export images in jpeg and png format. To do this, you need 

to check the boxes next to these formats. You can select 72 dpi, 300 dpi or 600 dpi from the 

drop-down list. You can box ‘w’ and ‘h’ you can enter the height and width of the required images.


11. Saving. With this section you can save your project in .ai and .eps format. To do this, check the 

boxes next to these formats. Pay attention to the ‘Version’ function. In the default state, it keeps the 

latest version. In addition, the options for saving in the 8th and 10th versions have been added, which is 

convenient for uploading your work to stocks.


12. Folder. The ‘Folder’ function allows you to set the path for saving the files, the export and saving of 

which you configured in the previous two paragraphs.

Buttons


8. Crop. The ‘Crop’ function will crop vector objects to the bounds of the artboard. Anything outside 

the artboard will be cropped and removed. This function is convenient to use after creating a pattern.


9. Start - is the most important function in this section. After you have selected the vector objects from 

which you want to create a pattern, and made the necessary settings - press Start and wait until the 

pattern is completed.


Note: before clicking the Start button, you need to select one or more vector objects located outside 

the artboard.



Export Buttons


13. Sv&Cls. The ‘Sv&Cls’ function stands for ‘Save and Close’. It saves the changes to the current file 

and closes the current Adobe Illustrator tab. At the same time, the Adobe Illustrator program itself 

remains open.


14. Export - is the most important function in this section. After you have set the necessary settings, 

which were discussed in the ‘Export Settings’ section, click the ‘Export’ button to export and save the 

specified files.


Note: before clicking the Export button, you need to check the boxes opposite the files you want to 

receive (jpeg, png, eps, ai) and be sure to specify the path for saving by clicking the Folder button 

and selecting a folder on your computer.



This block consists of settings and the Start button, after clicking on which a random pattern will be 

created on the artboard.



The general algorithm of actions is as follows:


1. Adjust settings using sliders and checkboxes.


2. Select the vector objects from which you want to build a pattern. They should be outside the 

artboard.


3. Click Start and wait a few seconds


Block 1. Pattern Creating

This block consists of settings and the Export button, after clicking on which the files according to 

the settings specified in this section are exported to the specified folder.



Block 2. Export

This block presents the standard Adobe illustrator tools. We have placed them in this panel for 

convenience so that you can work on your vector objects before starting to create patterns from 

them.

Block 3. Tools

Compatibility and Recomendations 

That's all. Working with Pattern Creator is very easy and we are sure that you will be satisfied. But if 

you have any questions, be sure to write to us.


info@kuafara.com



Best regards, 

Kuafara Team
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Hi! Thank you for choosing our Pattern Creator Pro!


We sincerely hope that you will like what we have created and that it helps you in your creative 

process. 

Compatibility


Pattern Creator PRO is compatible with Windows and MacOS.


Compatibility: Adobe Illustrator CC (2018) 22.0 and late versions of Adobe Illustrator.


Previous versions of Adobe Illustrator are not supported.

PLEASE NOTE:


1. Before pressing start, you must select one or more vector objects outside the artboard.


2. On some large screens Pattern Creator Pro may not work correctly. In such cases, for correct 
display and operation, you must set the following simple settings:


2.1 Go Preferences/User Interface...

PLEASE NOTE:


1. Before pressing start, you must select one or more vector objects outside the artboard.


2. On some large screens Pattern Creator Pro may not work correctly. In such cases, for correct 
display and operation, you must set the following simple settings:


2.1 Go Preferences/User Interface...

2.2 Set UI Scaling to Small and click Ok. Restart Adobe Illustrator and you’re done!

Recomendations


A computer with insufficient processing power may freeze while executing the 'Start' function or 
run slower than usual. This can also happen if too many objects were selected for the pattern, 
or the script settings specify parameters for generating a very large number of objects.


Save your artwork before applying the script to avoid losing results.


If your computer freezes or slows down while the script is running, change the parameters in the 
panel settings as follows:


Move the "Distance" and Size sliders a little to the right.
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